
 

 

 
 

Jánah Dispersal on Dárdünah 
 

1. Desert dwelling creatures, mainly Paksin & reptile 

Sarpah.  Ruled by Paksin (Raptors) 

2. Mainly Paksin & reptile Sarpah.  Jungle dwellers.  Low 

caste Vajrahs include horned Zoics such as goats, 

bovines, oxen, and other strong, thick-bodied workers.  

Ruling class is tropical birds and the upper castes are 

composed entirely of Paksin. 

3. Primarily tropical Sarpah.  Ruling class is serpents. 

4. Nomadic furred Vajrah.  Primarily wolverines, bears, and 

badgers.  Paksin and Sarpah are often kept as slaves and 

treated as property. (No caste system.) 

5. Ruled by cats with other Vajrah and a few Paksin & Sarpah 

below them. 

6. Vajrah of all kinds, a small population of Paksin, and a 

surprising number of Sarpah.  Oldest ruling families are 

Sarpah, though there are some Vajrah as well. 

7. Mainly herd Zoics with a few felines and other Vajrah.  

Very few Paksin or Sarpah.  Ruled entirely by herd Zoics. 

8. Zoics of all types. 

9. Zoics of all types.  Ruled by the most influential Lines 

with ties to the Academy. 

10. Moderate climate Zoics.  Ruled by mustelids and 

vulpines. 

11. Primarily bears, wolves, & foxes.  Otters and other sea 

animals live along the coast. 



 

 

12. Primarily coastal Zoics of all kinds.  Also rodents and 

forest Zoics.  Ruled mainly by rodents with many sea-

birds holding rank in the military. 

13. Mainly canines and deciduous forest dwelling animals.  

Ruled by canines. 

14. Primarily African-savannah animals and hardwood forest 

dwellers.  Ruled by Elephants with some Rhinos and 

Hippos. 

15. Mostly simians and primates with other Vajrah.  Ruled by 

great apes. 

16. Mainly Sarpah with some rain forest Vajrah.  Ruled by 

Sarpah, especially snakes and amphibians. 

17. Mostly Sarpah.  Ruled by lizards and some snakes. 

18. Almost entirely peopled by bats with other Zoics as 

servants or slaves.  Ruled by a sorcerous council headed 

by the Kaumudi. 


